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Here is our response to the Euro crisis:
-10% special weak euro rates & special promos for 2015-2016
- Reduction in our room rates by 10%; single occupancy rate -15%
- We now offer fixed euro rates, without the foreign exchange risks, payments can be made on our euro account.
- New Euro special rates & specials 2015-16.
- Until now 90% of the guests who visited Dolphin House have been divers. To expand the market in these difficult
times we will open our resort and services more to the non-divers in the future, by redirecting our focus more
towards wellness, fitness, golf, tennis, excursions, cooking courses, dive courses… combi-destinations like: “Luzon
rice terraces – culture & diving at its finest” are currently in the works.

-10% Free Add-ons & Specials:
- Guaranteed small diving groups, max. 1 guide / 4 divers (exception in peak season, Christmas / Easter, 1 / 5)
- Upgrade to Nitrox-32 free of charge
- Free welcome dive on the house reef, upon booking of a 10 boat dive package.
- House reef: the highest ever scientifically proven biodiversity on the planet! Lembeh Strait +30%
Our Marine Biologists:
They dive with the guest and are always available for any questions
Free bio-seminars every second day about the species found on our reefs.
For 10 night stay bookings or more:
- Choice between a free Nitrox course or additional 2 dives (1x boat, 1x beach)
- For Non-divers: Free resort course “Discover Diving”, 3 sessions, theory, pool and reef
- Free excursion with our traditional outrigger boat, e.g. snorkeling in the Sardine-Run + lunch at Kawasan Falls
Only with Dolphin House:
-Dolphin & Whale watching and ID, after an orientation and accompanied by our marine biologists.
-House reef, the highest ever scientifically proven biodiversity (Peau Blue study??)
-Only in Moalboal, Sardine-Run, the whole year around!
-Whale shark guarantee!!! on Cebu? Yes, it’s true but don’t let yourself be taken for a fool! Our biologists will
enlighten you.
Group Special & Bio Dive Weeks:
-All the above-mentioned specials and add-ons also apply to groups and there are further price reductions, see
below.
-During the travel period between May 15 and October 15 (arrival date), groups will receive another 10-20%
Summer/Low-season discount!
Group discounts:
-8 or more paying guest / 8 or more nights: -10%
-12 or more paying guest / 8 or more nights: one person free of charge OR -10% ; free Marine-Bio-Seminar (1 hour)
about the species on our reef, topic of your choice, every morning. There are about 40 topics to choose from, from
sharks to nudibranches: distribution, ID / species, symbiosis, nutrition, reproduction, dangers and threats,
peculiarities and fun facts. At the end of the stay the participants receive a comprehensive handout corresponding
to the seminars they attended.
-Free examination for Specialty in Marine Biology, for guest who did attend 8 or more bio-seminars.
-The seminars will be given in English, German, or French.
-25 or more paying guest / 10 or more nights: same add-ons as above; except -20% discount OR 2 persons free of
charge.

